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INTPODUCTI ON 

. 

In this day and age when forest iires are so common 

and devatatinr, we must consider that oart of the lumber 

industry that is surrounded by a large question mark, 

namely the safety of our investment. Ve have been using 

fire insurance to a certain degree on the mechanices of 

logging for some time, hut it has never been used to any 

great extent in tIfle protection of the investment i.n 

standing timber. This latter investment is, in reality, 

he greater part of the whole. 

In this forthcoming nesis, i am going to point out 

the various phases of fire iusurance. irst, we will 

consider the part that i might play in relation to 

standing imber or the protection of the investment, 

and secondly, the part it does play on actuai operations. 
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VHAT IS FOREST FIRE INSUAu. N RELATION TO 

STATDING TflÍBER? 

StricLly bpeaking we rnight say that this type of in- 

suince i the assurance that vrill receive certain 

value in the event of losing our timber by fire in return 

of a payment of a certain consideration. Naturally we 

would I1iU iiave to consider the risk and t1e variuus 

phases of insurance, as is done witn ,her tyes. Certain 

areas of this counIij re by far in greater danger of 

fir tuan are others. Secondly, we mu5s.. consider the 

fact that each area has its own tye of f'ire. Some areas 

have typically slow fires wl'ereas others have fast fires. 

Similarly, there are a great many causes of fires. In 

some regions fires started by nature are the predominant 

type of causes; whereas in other regions we must consider 

t1e fact that t}e main causes are by man, and the different 

types of man-caused fires. 7e could go on with this and 

enumerate all tLe features used in the determination of 
fire remiums, but it is in reality not what we are after. 

Tnat do wait is: WHY should we have this type of in- 

surance, and vrhen we show the "WHY" of it, can we also 

show the practical side of the picture? 

No matter what anyone might say we cannot deny that 

our forest resuurce values are becoming lower as time goes 

on. e can attribute this to many sources, one of which 
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is the burning of our forests, both virgin and second- 

growth, and the already denuded areas. Fire is an mein- 

table thing, and tl:e best thing we can do is to become 

used to it and keep it to a minimum amount of daiage. 

Vhen areas are burned they are often allowed to revert 

because the owners cannot afford to pay taxes on lands 

that have no timber value. However, if these lands were 

insured against fire, we would have a far different story 

to tell. Of cour-e we co.ld not expect to see the complete 

prevention of fire, hut we would have a change in the 

after-effects of the fire. Pirst, we villi assume that a 

concern has just had a certain part of its lands burned 

and there is no hope for the area to be seeded by any nat- 

ural means. If this area was not covered by any form of 

insürnce, the owners would have very little choiee in the 

matter and would probably allow the land to revert. This 

would probably not do anyone any hood. However, if the 

land were covered for a partial loes, since partial cover- 

age is more plausible that full coverage, we would have a 

sum ready for reseeding and in this way continue to re- 

plenish our stock. The larger concerns are naturally more 

adapted to such a plan than a smaller one would he. 

other thing we must consider in this set-up is the 

insurance of a person's investment. 7e canot expect 

people to invest money in the forest industries if there 

is too great a risk of their losing their money by the 
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careless to of a cigrarette. 

In the early days of te Pacific lTorthwest lumber 

history we had a groat deal of speculation in regard to 

the price of timber. People in the East payed exorbitant 
prices for timber and some of them lost everything by the 

fires that carne later. Now the public is more or less 
soured on the idea of invsting money in such enterprises. 
If ve could possibly insure them against such losses 
reoccurin, wernay again se the forest industries in 
their rightful position in re1ation to other industries. 
I feel that such a thing is possible and that forest fire 
insurance is one of the solutions. 



A BRIEF HISTORY OF FOREST PIRE INSURANCE 

According to the records, the first policies covering 

forest lands against forest fires were written in t1e Scan- 

dinavian countries about t) e middle of the nineteenth cen- 

tury. Soon the other countriesof urope followed sit, 

and it became a more or less common thing in that part of 

the world. However, these cor!manies uere not so interested 

in the lo ing operations as they would be in this country. 

Secondly, there were a great many limitati;ns as to ti.e 

amount of timber to he insured and also their classes. 

However, we can say that t}is tye of insurance has a good 

start in the European countries, which is more than can be 

said ahout the same here in the United States. 

Here in t} e United States we h.ve had various attempts 

at writing forest fire insurance, but they have not been 

too successful. The first policies were written by the 

larger eastern companies about 1910. However, these again 

were not connected -::ith logginp oerations, hut rather with 

the small farm woodlots so characteristic of the East and 

New dland. These policies were usually taken out by the 

farmer who had an eye for the future and was safeguarding 

a sure income for future years. Another discouraging fact 

that was in the way was tle fact that some companies limited 

their policies in tie amount to be paid the insured. 7e 

also had the coinsurance clause in most of the policies and 



this of course made it anything but feasible to the larger 
timber owners. On the other hand it was very satisfactory 
to t smaller timber owner. 

Some of the companies that deal in this te of in- 
surance are the Globe and Rutgers Fire Insurance Company, 

Hartford Automobile Insurance Co., Home Insurance Co., 
and several of the states have started tI1utua1I corrranies. 
However, this latter type has slowly given out except in 
a fow of the New Thgland States. 

Here in Washington and Oregon there have been a few 

attempts to write this type of insurance. Up to within 
the past year or two these attemt s have been known only 
for their complete failure. However, there has been some- 
thing of a chanEe in the more recent times and the idea of 
such a type of insurance is becoming a standard thing. 
This is especially so in relation to the various "Sustained 
Yield Projects" and "Selective Lop:ing Operations" that are 
now coming in. If these projects are to be a success, 
there muet be some form of assurance that fire will not 
mean a complete loss. However, ta belongs to another 
part of this thesis and it is best that we leave it until 
that time. 

Other than the above-mentioned comoanies vie have had 
hut one real attempt dealing with Forest Fire Insurance 
here in the Northwest. This attempt vrac the result of 
the gathering of niiety-one operatiors and forming the 
organization that was later to he called the "Log'ing 
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Underwriters and Inspection Association". Their work dealt 

with felled timber and logging equirnent only. Policies 

on standing timber vrere not even solicited. 

At the present time (January 1940) there are really 

only four companies carryinr on any real 'ousiness in this 

field. They are Globe and Rutger's rire Insurance Co. of 

New York, The Home Insurance Co., The City of New York 

Insurance Co., and te Pranklin Pire Insurance Co., o 

Philadelphia. These comoanies confine their activities 

mainly to the East, hut their agents here in the West 

are authorized to handle any requests that may corne up 

for this form of insurance, hut it is not to be solicited. 



RASOTS FOR FOREST FIRE INSURATCE 

Sorne of the main resois for forest fire insurance in 

this country that we do not find in the 74uropean countries 

are those listed below. 

First we come upon one and probably t1e most imor- 

tant reason, the advent of t1e forester's ideal of sus- 

tamed yield. This type of project is still in its in- 

fant stae and must have plenty of encouragement ii it is 

to succeed. It will take a long tine for it to develop 

ana with this neriod of time we will iso see tne added 

risk that will come with it. It would not be a good thing 

to see such a :)rOject go though three-fuths of its life 

span and then be ended because of some destroying fire. 

True, insurance cannot stop the fire but it can aid in 

the development of better prevention methods, and it will 

also aid in iving a concern a better start or at least 

enabling it to start again. 

Another strong reason for this type of insurance is 

the method of logging now in progress. The present high- 

powered machinery that is now being used causes great de- 

vastation and an added fire hazard compared to what the 

conditions ere when the lumber industry first came to the 

7est Coast. This includes the use of "cats9 as well as the 

stationary type of power unit. With this additional hazard 

we must have some assurance that everything is not going up 

in smoke and later become a total loes. As was previously 
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stated, the carrying of fire insurance will not stop a fire 

but it will ease the loss when the fire does come. And 

that is what we are aiming at now as this form of insurance 

is beginning to come to light. 

Another imortant factor along this line is the fact 

that banks are beginning to insist that tleir clients carry 

some form of insurance so that thir investments are safe. 

In many of the loans that are now being granted there is a 

clause stating that equipment and timber to a certain am- 

aunt must be covered by adequate insurance, otherwis the 

note will become due upon failure to comply -t-o this 

agreenwnt. 

To the peonle of today vie have one need for insurance 

t.hat stands out above all others. Tht is the fact that 

it has ubetter fire protection on the up-grade. This is 

a fact that does everyone some good. Since one of the 

deciding factors in determining the rate that is to be 

charged IS ta amount of fire protection, t1e operators 

have found that it pays to give their property the best 

protection possible. This, I feel, is a very imnortant 

point and not to he forgotten. Insurance calls for bet- 

ter orotection, and as a result we have better protection. 
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TTHOD3 GP DTRMINING RATES IN POREST FIRE INSURANCE 

When this type of insurance was first given any con- 

sideration, the companies handling it found that their 

greatest trouble was the fact that they had little or no 

information on the subject. This wa also one of the fac- 

tors that h:.s held it back and stopped what little devel- 

oment that may be expected from it. When the first poli- 

cies were taken out here on t1e Vest Coast, it vías soon 

discovered that the rates quoted were altogether too 13w. 

ìatura11y this did not make money for the insuane corn- 

anies handling the policies and that is their primary aim 

in business. Finally a system was devised whereby rates 

were figured just as they are with any other lorm of fire 

insurance. Avenu (iY) has given a chart shoving how 

the building hazards are figured on the same basis as are 

the forest tìazards. 

FUI LDING 

1. 1ement of risk: 

FOR23 T 

Structure ...... ...... 3oil conditions and composition 

of the forest upon which the 

combustibility depends. 

Occupancy .. ........ ... Uses of the forest, i.e., Corn- 

merciai, Recreation, Demon- 

s trat ion. 

ixposure (external.... Forests are subject to both ex- 

source only) ternal and internal exposure, 
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such as railroads, smokers, cam- 

pers, arid other sources of 1g- 

nition. 

Protection .......... Same 

(Private and. Public) 

2. Plernent of Diace: ... Variation in fire loss depends on 

climatic conditions and protec- 

tion system. 

3. :aemet of time ..... Variation in fire loss would de- 

pend on t1e variation in the 

hazardous conditions. 

Since the rating schedules of he regular insurance 

field are the accumulation of seveial centuries of work, 

we can hardly expect the same uegree of accuracy with this 

form as we do with the otìier f rms. Tials would take a 

number of insoection trips over an area to gain the neces- 

sary information ior hese schedules. However, it has been 

found tna ..f we uoe ti'e above table and coordinate it 

w1 ne one below we have a basis upon which we can 

eve!op our assumptions. 

Lands are divided int.. three main classes: 

1. Commercial: Lana. ustd ior commercial purposes only. 

2. Semi-coiimercial: Land such as the MacDonalu Porest 

used for demonstration, resee.rch, 

and instruction purposes. 

Lan ,uuh as farm woodlots that are 
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priva uLL i . sur ilus growth is 

o1d for sun hings as firewood etc. 

Usually tui t n trie astern part 

of the country. 

3. Non-commercial: Privately orned forest in t]e estate 
form and private recreational areas. 

rrom the above we can easily see that this is about 

as good a start as could be expected. We have a firm 

basis upon which to start our study and from here on ;:e 

must have the facts and figures in regard to the annual 

fire 1osss and the annual valuations. These latter 
figures are the ones which give us the greatest amount 

of information in determining our premiums. 

Naturally the incidence of fire is one of the most 

iniportant factos in the determination of rates. $ome re- 
gions are much more 1iab to fire at one tiie of the year 
than are other regions. This wuid come under the elements 

of "time" and "place". Another feature along this same 

line is the fact that fires in some regions are much more 

serious from the rate o" burning asPect. One area will 
have hot and fast fires v:hereas other regions will have 

slower but more lasting fires. Another imortant thing 
in this line is the conception of just what is a forest 
fire. Often vre find that a fire that is in reality nothing 
more than a "brush fire" is called a forest fire. This of 

coure must be discounted in the computation of risks and 

rates. This all leads to the one thing, that is, what 
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effect and to what extent does the number of forest fires 

have on the rates of this type of insurance. 

The second consideration that we will take ur is the 

distribution of tle fires. Naturally we will have higher 

rates in an area where there are a great many fires than 

we would in an area of a few fires. However, this subject 

will be taken up at a later tie. 

Hazard is the greatest determinent in the computation 

of rates. In this cas as in all others we have both posi- 

tive hazards and negative hazards. Most of these hazards 

can he found in any fire protection manual, so there is 

no need of going into them any deeper. prom Herbert (15) 

we find that he has set up a table of rating system that 

is of great use on the decisions conserning this question. 

It is as follows: 

BASIC RATJ O.5O PER "l0O.0O VALUE 
minus 

Cultural features on or within one mile 

Steam railroad .20 

Patrol system .10 

Oil railroad .10 

State highway .40 

Dirt surface road .20 

Jstahli shments 

Industrial .20 

Camping site .15 

7ithin three miles of any town .10 
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plus minus 
Protective features: 

System of patrol 
: .05-.1O 

4/5 of the property visible from look- 

outs within ten miles .10 

-- to 4/5 of the property visible from 

lookouts within ten miles .05 

Land posted with trespass notices .10 

Land posted with fire notices .02 

NATUT C STAJD 

Plantation under 25 years 

Conifer : .30 

road1eaf .15 

ITatural young growth 'inder 25 years 

Conifer .30 

Broadleaf .15 

Other pure coniferous tyes 

Swamp 1 and s . O 5 

I, ti other than conifers .05 

Ovcner or agent residing on property 

during the fire aeason .05 

Under this schedule rates run from 0.l0 to 1.Y5 per 

:'1O0,OC vl ue. 

The basic rate wa set at 100 times the burning rate 

and a safety factor of 30O7 was ap1ied. 

It must be remembered that this schedule was made up 

for the Thstern part of the country and cannot be used here 

without other considerations hei'ig taken up. 
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ES3EITIAL PAhTS O]' TEE ESTALISIiED BUSflTESS 

Actually premium rates are based on the theory that 

all risks can he analyzed and the hazard measured. It is 

in this resect that the above table has been inserted, 

that is, to ow just how tha plan of action is covered. 

The classification below is that of 3parhawk. (22) 

There are tITre main points in determining just what 

the rate shoLid be on any given risk or property. 

1. ADEQUACY: The rate should be high enough to 

cover all probable losses, expenses, 

and profit. This wa one of the vrec 

points when this type of insurance was 

first considered. At that time the 

rates were too low. 

2. PAThITESS: Risks should he classified in normal, 

self-sustaining groups. 

3. COT3I3TCY: Pinks of equal hazard should be 

charged with the sne oremiums. 

DTTTLOPLTT O' RATES 

Rates were originally based on judgment. There has 

been a lark of scientific rating because o t1- inadequacy 

ond inconsistency o1' fire records and because no central 

organizatio has been established to standardize fire 

records. 
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The MALYTICAL THOD of c1asifying rates is gener- 

ally used by most fire insurance companies. Risks are 

classified according to this method into a fevr broad groups, 

subdivided, and, by the judgment of the appraiser, each 

specific hazard is rated. 

Rates should he based on experience; no t«o risks are 

alike. Therefore experience demonstrates the cost of the 

avera e risk of each clasi, not the cost of a specific 

risk. This principle is recognized by the National Board 

of Fire Underwriters in their 'Thcperience Grading and Rat- 

Ing Schedule". This table is basicLlly the same as that 

given by Averill (19) and is found on page lO. 

Sparhavk (2) states that basically fire insurance 

in relation to forests is the same as it is in any other 

place. This is also upheld by Averill (19) in the above- 

mentioned table. parhawk also states that the classifi- 

cation that should be used here in the United $tates u1d 

be wider than the one used in urope. The five considera- 

tios that he uses in his classification are the following: 

1. Damage depends on the area burned over, volume per 

acre of burned Lorest, and the proportion of value 

destroyed. 

2. The area burn:-d over depends on the number of trees 

that start and average acreage per fire. 

3. Number of fires depends on the presence or absence 

of causes. 

4. Average acreage per fire depends on the difference of 
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climate, tyes, inflammability, and effectiveness of 

the suppressioo organization. 

5. The proportion of the total value of burned forest 

depends on t1e climate, type, age and condition. 

Sparhavrk's proposed method of classifying risks: 

1. Divide the country into 20 or 30 regions on the basis 

of climate and general forest conditions. 

2. Classify the principal types in each region, making 5 

or 10 divisions. 
3. Divide each type into four age groups: reproduction, 

'-oles, immature merchantable, and mature. 

4. Divide each ae group into five grades of comPara- 

tive inflammability accounting for character and 

condition of the ground cover, snags, moss, dead 

branches, density, pitch streaks, character of the 

soil, slope, and exposure. 

5. Grade each inflammability class into five groups of 

comparative possibilities of suppression, scoring 

such points as detection, communication, transporta- 
tion, location of the regular force, location of 

equipment, etc. 

6. 'or occurrence of fires, classify each type in each 

region and subdivide according to exposure to causes 

of fires. Consider special hazards. 
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RATING A SPCIPIC RISK 

To rate a specific risk, classify according to the 

specifications given and multiply the damage factor for 

that class by the area factor for the sub-class time occur- 

rence factor for the kind of hazard involved. 

Although this system is based on experience, it may 

be seen that it is much simnier ttan that of the National 

Board of Fire Underwriters in their scheme of experience 

grading and rating. Its difficulty lies in the fact that 

past fire records are not complete and. are not standard- 

ized. 

One of tfle bí difficulties in setting rates for a 

beginxiiug compaiij is finding a rate that forest owners 

can afford to pay. Ther has been little to offer ori this 

subject up to the present time. In 1926 a committee for 

tr West Coast Lumbermen's Association sent out several 

hundred questionnaires concerning the subject of forest 

insurance. One of the questions was tlTihat is a safe and 

reasonable rate?" The suggestions varied from -- to 5, 

the average being about 2%. 

Avenu says there are three parts to insurance 

rates. They are: 

Loss cost 55% of the total rate 

xpenses 40% 1 U II 

;c t t, Profit 
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These figures are for building insurance and it is 

not known whether they will fit in the same manner for 

forest insurance. 

Avenu com2iled the following rating schedule from 

loss figures ohtaid in Massachusetts: 

Class of risk Grade pates 

Rann e in points Range Average 

for class 

Low up to 40 up to O.l5 O.l5 

Average 40 to 30 '0.l5 to 0.20 0.18 

Mild 80 to 120 0.20 to 0.30 0.25 

High 120 to 200 0.30 to 0.75 0.55 

Serious 200 to 300 0.75 to 2.00 1.40 

To rate a particular risk, the grade is obtained 

from the grading sc1'edule on page 13; the premium is then 

determined from the rating schedule given above by use of 

the grade. 
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THE PORMArIOi\T OP A FOHE3T IP ACTUARY 

As wa previously stated, it is a kown fact that we 

must have some method whereby we can gain information as 

to tie facts about fires, their occurrence and various 

other things a'oout them. This would include, as a whole, 

the forest fire actuary. 7e must have this information if 

we are to make forest rire insurance a success. It is 'oc- 

lieved that a board should be set up that would secure all 

the statistical facts bearing on the subject. The facts 

compiled by such a board, which would be com'osed of pro- 

fessional men as the present fire insurance actuary hoards 

are, would he the following: 

Pires 

Locati on. 

r'. 
i ze. 

Times occurring. 

Various losses on each fire. 

Protection plan for each area. 

Hazards (natural and. man-made) 

Commercial operatins. 

Recreation areas near and in each district. 

G-overnment agencies on each district. 

Previous burns. 

Administration of the area. 

Coverage of commercial enterprises (open-air business) 

Methods of gaining all pertinent information. 
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U3TMT)TT3 

As in the case of all fire insurance we must first 

set a v:lue on the property before the olicies are issued. 

This is important because, after all, te rate that is used 

is determined to a certain extent on the valuation of the 

pro per ty. 

This will have to be done by use of a cruiser and his 

valuation. ITaturally the area in question will have been 

cruised and a value st on it. This value will, of course, 

have to be ageeahle to both parties concerned with the 

policy. kfter the fire has come and the adjustmeflts are 

to be made, we must again cruise the area and ascertain 

tle value of the timber remaining and the damage done. 

Sherd (22) states that adjusters should endeavor to 

persuade the operator holding damaged timber to modify his 

cutting plans in order to salvage as much as is possible. 

Such an agreement might be put in the policy when taken 

out. 7here speculatively held timber is lost there vrill 

often be no immediate prospect of salvage and in such a 

Case the index to the indemnity is the full amount of the 

timber damaged. Title to the damaged portion always passes 

to the carrier who has paid the indemnity. 

Agreements as to unit values need not be delayed and 

should be signed. 

The practice of basing adjustments on the "7oods Run" 

should be closely adhered to. 
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3PCIAL COTDITIOT3 ATTACED TC POLICIES 

Average-distribution C1aue: 

A clause of euch a nature brings us right along rith 

the "Coinsurance' clause which will be treated next. In 

reality it stands for the equal distribution in case of 

any damaE:e done to any riece of property closely aimed 

1th it. 3hepard (iß) stte the same thing in the fol- 

lowing words, UIt j understood and agreed that in event 

of loss, this insurance is attached to each of the build- 

Inge (properties) describes herèin, in the exact propor- 

tion that te value of each building shall bear to tie 

value of all such buildings at the time of the fire»' 

Without a rider in this form we would not have the Coin- 

surance princiDle in case one part of the whole should 

he dmaged. 

r r I A! 

Coinsurance has one real purpose and that is to place 

losses and premiums on the same basis. Forest insurance 

is a comparatively young field in this country and it is 

thought by the more experienced 'ersons that if it i. to 

be successful they should stick close to the coinsurance 

olicy. At least there is a greater chance of success if 

it is followed. One hundred per cent coinsurance is re- 

commended to the newest parts of' the industry. 

Partial Value: 

The Partial Value clasue in a policy is nothinu more 

than what it infers. That is the loss paid is equal to the 
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percentae that the policy covers. 

Indemnity Loss (X) Amount Carried 
Amount named in Average Clause 

If such a clause is used then we have the fact that 

in reality t e insured receives only a part of the value 

of the property that is destroyed. Such a policy would 

of cour;e carry a lower rate; and it is reconmiended by 

some that the comoany issuing the policy take only 75% 

of the risk. This is one of the methods recommended for 

control of the enterrise until we have more definite 

inormation on how to care for this type of insurance. 

A sample form of this type of claus: is taken from 

Shepard (18): 

ttIt is understood and agreed to be a condition of 

this policy that, in te event of te loss or damage by 

fire to the property insured under this insurance (policy) 

this company will not be liable for an miount greater than 

three-quarters of te actual cash value of each item of 

the prorerty covered by this policy and at the location and 

as ot such a time immediately preceding such loss or darn- 

age; and in event of additional insurance, then this com- 

pany shall be leable only for its proportion of three- 

quarters of suc1 cash value of each item insured not ex- 

ceedi:lg the amount insured on each such item." 
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Miscellaneous Clauses: 

Location: The location siTall 1oe of the exact deed and 

legal descriotion. 

Mortgage: Whether or not there is a mortgae:e on the 

property slould e stated and if so, to 

what degree. 

Lapse of time between tifle loss and settliri of ad- 

justments should be stated. 

Teduction in Fate: A marranty of reduction in rate 

should be made by the regular legal pro- 

cdure in case it is desired. 

Species: The secies of trees and the percentage of 

each should he stated. 

Exemption of the payment of small losses should be 

made by the company issuing the policy. 
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iYPS co:PAlTIEs 

Up to the present time there have not been any com- 

panies formed that deal in this type of insurance alone or 

to any great extent. To the writer's kiowlede there are 

only four types of conmanies issuing these olicies now. 

STOCK: These companies are usually regular corpora- 

tians and a e in tli.e business for the purpose 

o making money. They have a capital stock 

and in his way guarantee their nolicies. It 

will be these companies that give us the 

greatest amount of strength in the advance- 

ment of this work. 

MUTUALS: 1ith this type of company we have a weakness 

in that they do not have sufficient capital 

,o ritnstand the heavy losses that can by 

taken ùy .hc Stock Companies. These companies 

pay ouu certain amount of the surplus to 

the p 011cy ïiuiuers and are therefore not or- 

ganized for the sole purpose of profit. 

RECIPROCALS: This type of company is the same as the 

Mutuals except for one thing. The policy 

holders are the insurers as well as the in- 

cured. They appoint a man, an attorney, at 

the hed and he uses a certain percentage for 

operating charges and the remainder is used 

to pay losses and to go out as profit to the 
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policy holders. 

LLOYD3 A$OCIATICNS: This is a group of underwriters 

who are in te 'ousines for their own profit, 

and each member is responsible for the con- 

tracts made by the others. They are not nec- 

essarily associated with LLoyds of London. 
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A PLA'T FO COifl3IED I1TSURMÍCE A'1D PI PROTECTIOT 

One of the thinrs that we hoDe for with the advent of 

thi3 tye of insurance is that it will aicì in the advance- 

ment of l'ire Drotection. Brewster (fi) has outlined a plan 

for conThined insurance and fire protection, for the State 

of 7lisconsin. This plan would be self-sustaining, auto- 

matic, and would aid in increasing the ar ea of timber pro- 

ducing lands werever it might be adopted. This plan calls 

for the incluoion of all lands that have ever had timber 

on them and are now brush lands. The reason for this move 

is that if fire is kept out of these lands they will, in 

time, have timber on them and thus we will, have the in- 

creased timbered area mentioned above. It is my belief 

that this plan may be adapted to any state in the Union 

if a few minor changes are made for local conditions. 

The first thiig to do would he to assess all timber 

lands in the state at a minimum rate of 2g' per acre, per 

year. Uaturally we would have to eliminate the small 

farm woodlots since they are really not of commercial 

importance as far as the logging industry is concerned. 

The second thing to do would be to keep these lands 

in a continuous belt so that we could obtain the maximum 

efficiency per man in the protection force. Brush lands 

of the above-mentioned character would also be cared for 

in the same manner. 
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In the computation of rates and premiums we would 

consider 3l.00 per acre as the minimum insurable valua- 

tion. At the option of the owners of conmiercial species 

of timber their timber lands may be valued up to 5O.00 

per acre. However, if such is the case then we would 

have an added premium. This would amount to l in addi- 

tion to the amount of the origineJ assessment. 

During the first years it would probably be safer 

to have a larger base assessment. This larger assessment 

would he about 57' or some similar amount. This would he 

only at the beginning and in later years we y ou1d see the 

premiums go down, and in about 50 or 100 years, the assess- 

ment would amount to only the insurance rate and we would 

not be bothered 'ay ti'ie protection rate since this :Tould 

have paid for itself. However, this should be sufficiently 

large, so that we could have a reserve in case a bad fire 

season should come and cause a great iount of damage. 

At the same time we would see the charge reduced as our 

protection facilities were increased. 
Wilful burning would he discou .. ged by making the 

minimum value of the land little more than nominal. On 

top of this we would have the extreme enalty of the law 

which would be enforced stringently. This combined with 

efficient inspection and appraisal would keep arson and 

criminal negligence to a minimum. 

Naturally we would have to have some type of a hoard 

for the settlement of disputes and apiraisals. This iould 
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he comoosed of members who are disinterested, yet suffi- 

ciently well-informed to be able to render just decisions. 

In ?1isconsin it has been sug:Ested that this pion be 

put un«er the 'orest Pire Insurance Department of the Con- 

servation Commission oo that we might be able to use tIfle 

existing agencies of protection. In Oregon tis would he 

the State Board of Porestry. 

In this above pian it has been suggested that State 

and Pecleral lands he exempted from the assessments made 

'out they would still receive protection from the same 

place. That is, the independent owners would in reality 

be paying for the protection of public timber. This, I 

believe, is the weakest point in the whole thing, and it 

is also as unfair as anything could be. I believe that 

that suggestion should be stricken out without further 

delay. It is most unpractical. 

The advantages from such a plan as this would be 

much the same as for forest fir insurance as a whole. 

e would be receiving protection and insurance for the 

price of one. The owner :ouid receive something even if 

the protection failed. It will be easier to receive loans 

on the timhe.r when there is some assurance that everythin: 

will not go up in smoke even if there is a fire. It will 

also he an automatic distribution of risk if combined with 

tax reform. It this ltter noi t is ever straightened out 

we will see that timber growing will be much safer and 

much more attractive. 
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One of the bigest points will be the fact that vie 

would be able to set up a definite management plan if a 

certain amount of the income were to he earmarked and 

set aside for tuis work. Ve would also have this manage- 

ment area for a slendid example and he able to prove if 

forest management is really a practical idea, or if it 

is only an ideal of the tectnical forester. 
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A PLA1 FOR COMBINED STATE A1D EDRAL INSURANCE 

by P. A. Herbert 

1. Make it compulsory to insure all forest land (optional 

on farm woodlots). 

2. Make values subject to the state forester (xectation 

or market value). 

3. stablish forest actuaries to determine hazards, losses 

and values. 

4. The organization for such a plan would be as follows: 

a) State Forester will be responsioLe for its adminis- 

tration. 

o) Tax col1ectrs to collect the premiums. 

c) Tn iorest actuaries are to meet the approval of the 

ed'ral overnment. 

d) Premiums to be deposited in the state treasury and 

removed by the State Forsster only. 

5. Federal Government shall be empowered to reinsure risks 

written by the states if the states' conduct in this 

business meets with the standards of t1-e Department o-f 

Aricu1ture. 

r5. Reinsurance to '0e ritten at aproximate1y the average 

fire loss for each state. 

This plas has, of course, been compiled by someone who 

is more familiar with the subject than I am. However, there 

seems to be a difference between the authorities as to 

whether the State and Federal Government should work on 
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this together or whether it ohould. be the edera1 Govern- 

ment alone. I feel tiat it would be a more secure admin- 

istration if it were the Federal Government alone, though 

if' tLe above plan were to be used, I would modify the 

second item. In my estirn ion that ioint gives the State 

'orester too much authority a'id should 'ce chan..ed to give 

the Government more to say a'cout the values insured. 
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VHAT THIS STUDY 1PRESNTS 

Actually ±'orest fire insurance on standing timber 

is iri its youngest stary , in fact, vie can say that it is 

in reality in the embryo form of te experimental sta:e. 

However, if the forestof the future gives his whole mind 

to tl..e work, I believe that in time vIe will see this as 

one of the most important f'ilds in forestry. That in- 

dudes both commercial ,nd Govornment forestry. Uhen it 

does develop to its fullest extent, I believe that it izill 

be a much-needed stimulus to what is slowly hecomin a 

lagging industry. I also helive that it will not he too 

far in the future that we villi see fire insurance courses 

given in the olleges that will have as much significance 

as any that are given now. 

The technical underwriting and administrative prob- 

lems encountered in t1e writing of forest fire insurance 

need not he feared. These lutions will he no more dif- 

ficult tiat some that have been encountered by both the 

ineurance and timber industries. The main essentials are 

the determination to succeed an the part of the insurance 

companies, and a willingness of the part of the forest 

onners to give proper sunport in the form of a lare vol- 

urne of business, with the spirit of fair play on the 

part of both. 

The money that insurance companies obtain in the form 

of premiums is really only the o7erating expenses of the 
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of the company. Hence, if there are but a few policies 

sold f a given form f insurace, we can see that there 

will be a shortage in funds with 7hich to pay for the 

expenses accrued from the isouing of the policies. The 

money that goes for the payment of losses nd dividends 

of the company is earned from the invetrnents that -. re 

made with the surplus and the capital stock revenue. 

Vie already know that the ratos for this type of insur- 

ance must be low. Hence, if this is to be the cse, 're 

must have sufficient funds in the form of premiums to 

offset tile expense of issuing the olicies. This is where 

the timber owners are to come into the picture. They must 

give the insuranc? coin'anies a sufficient volume of business 

to offset this expense. Ve must have low premiums, other- 

wise we will see that the cost of the insurance will be too 

great for the timber owners to pay. 

This form of insurance is especially valuable to 

thoe whose timber is almost mature, because it represents 

a large investment near liquidation, and should be protected. 

Laws regarding the forming of new companies are very 

exacting, and rightly so. They s1ould be inspected often 

just as the properties they insure should be examined and 

inspectd. The older companies are not especially pleased 

to see rw companies come into the field, and are contin- 

ully trying to stop them from being formed. however, I 

believe tl'.at if these 'O1d Line" companies do nt come out 

and openly solicit the business of the timber ovrners, they 
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must make way for the newcomers, and allow this form of 

insurance to gain its rightful place in the field of in- 

surance as have other forms. 

sven if an owner cannot carry a large policy, I 

firmly believe that he should carry a little insurance 

for his own good fortune, and since the fire hazard is 

always there, other things being equal, it is preferable 

to pay an annual premium than a troublesome discount on 

Capital. 

END O PART ONE 
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PART ,iO 

1?OBFST PIRE INSTJTRMTCE ON Tffi 1flCHMTIC3 OF LOGGING 
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TOTATIC c.cNc:R1TnTG PAflT TWO 

The second part of this thesis will be seemingly 

shorter and out of pro:ortin rhen compared with Part 

I. However, this may be attributed to the fact that 

there are several divisions in the first part that are 

to he ap:lied to this latter half. These sections 

are as follorrs: 

Reasons for Forest Pire Insurance. 

J?orest vire Actuary. 

Conditions of Certain Policies. 

Comhined. Insurance and rire Protection. 

Combined State and Federal Insurance. 
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HISTORY OF FIRE INSLJRA'TCE IN RLTIOT TO UIPflNT, ETC. 

Viien :e speak of this type of insurance, we find that 

it is similar in nature, but also different. It did not 

corne in until forty or fifty years after the type we have 

already discussed. Yet, in this comparatively short time 

it has developed quite far beyond fire insurance on stan- 

ding timber. However, it too is in its infant stages of 

development. The same companies that handle insurance on 

standing timber also carry this form of insurance, 'out 

they do nt go out end solicit the business of the oper- 

ators, as might 'ce expected. Instead, they acceDt policies 

vithout relish. The only explanation of the greater de- 

veloprnent of this type of insurance is the fact that there 

is a little more demand for it than in the case of the 

tomer. It ws first considered about 1920, by the oer- 

atoms here in the Douglas Íir region. Ilowever, it has 

been held back by these operators because of the moral 

hazard rather than for any other reason. They have not 

been as honest as they might be in respect to the com- 

panies issuing the policies. 

This latter fact hasproven to be the worst of all 

the hazards that could 'oc imagined. Many of the orerators 

committed arson when this type of insurance came into 

being, and it was this that discouraged many of the insur- 

ance corpanies from even issuing this t: e of policy. 

In areas that were especially close to incendiary habits, 



the companies would not even consider a policy. 

In 1926 a pool of companies (lumber concerns) formed 

the Loggers Insurance Underwriters Association (Tl1i (12) 

This pool was the first big move in that direction, but it 

did not secure the right results, and was soon formed into 

the Loggers' underwritirig and Inspection Association 

(1928) The first years of this organization troved two 

things. One was the importanceue1s in the list of for- 

est fire causes. The second was -ehe importance of rela- 

tive humidity during the fire season. 

since the beginning of this association, we have 

always had the cooperation of the Pacific Logging Congress. 

ihis has always been a booster for the Association. 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY 
OREGON STATE COLLEGE 

CORVAWS, REGON 
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RAiS OB THIS TYPE O' flTsUrATC: 

T7]aen this type of insurance was first issued, t1e 

rates 1:ere too low. They had ueen taken on a corparison 

with other ratee, and T1en computed, it was found tl'iat 

they did not allow enough br he added hazard connected 

with this kind of ai indust,ry. As wa previously stated, 

the insurance companies are in business to rne money, 

and not necessarily for the benefit of others, as some 

people ti'iiw. he premiums pay for the operating expenses 

ana possibly for the research done in orir o iake lovrer 

rates and at the same time malce possibility of issuing 

more policies more probabi. ttt first the companies had 

nothing ...ad luc and were anything but vrillin 0 

issue more policies. This condition was not helped in 

the least by the fact that many operators over-insured 

their Pro2erties and then started the fires that burned 

them out. causing excessive losses to the insurance 

companies. However, after the first few years, the was 

a change, and soon some of the companies started to sol- 

icit ' business. They were, however, very "choosy1' 

as to whom they solicited. Such is the condition today, 

with a few exceptions. 

The first methods of writing were more or less corn- 

licated, and the pool formed by t:e ninety-one companies 

was in rei. ity nothing more than a clearing-house for the 

insurance companies. 
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Later a change c.me and the agents selected the com- 

pany, gave t1em the policy and collected the commission 

of ten per cent. ach risk was, o1 course, inspected and 

appraised before t1e company accepted it. 

At first all classes of risks were placed in tl'e 

same category. No distinction was made for the degree of 

protection that the operation might have. The next step 

was to change this, and we then had four classes of risk 

with each subdivided. This is the basic rincinle ti:at 

we are working on at the present time. 

Naturally the degree of protection is one of the major 

considerations that we include when the figure the class. 

17e also use the same table that is used for figuri:g the 

rates in insurance on standing timber (page 13). Other 

things considered vrere the amount of stationary equipment, 

rollinr., stock, and trestles. 

A humidity clause vías always inserted in the policy 

and was at one time thought to 'ce of su»reme imp ortance. 

It is still in the policies but is not so important as 

it once vías. At tle present time there is a similar fac- 

tor tiat is considered more important; tiat is a clause 

concerned with the moisture content of the fuel within 

the logging area. The operator that heeds both of these 

clauses will find that he can obtain a much lower rate 

than if he does not. 
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PIGIJRING RATES POR ISTPANC O1T EQUIP11T 

When a company issues a policy o this sort on the 

equiment of any logging camp, they go through the same 

process as they do in the case of the equipment of any 

other type of a concern. If it is a reasonable risk, t1'ey 

will naturally accept it and all vill he calm. However, 

at ti'e resent time t1ere is a board of inspection in t e 

Pacific Northwest that inspects all insurance 'olicies no 

matter rhat type of a company is doing the insuring. 

These boards are run by the Pederal Government ad are in- 

terested in both te company and their clients. The in- 

surance companies also have a board (in relation to log- 

ging risks) that is formed into a sort of cooperative 

group. An operator will take his risk to the company 

with which he deals and it in turn will turn the risk over 

to the above mentioned cooperative system. They in turn 

review the case and set the premium. Final consent must 

of course come from the company handling the risk. This 

cooperative board is often called the "Mutual Ring". This, 

however, is a misnomer; since it is not composed of mutuals 

alone. In fact the majority of the companies that belong 

are stock co;manies. 

The rates set are compilei from the data obtained in 

the past and by use of tablessimilar to those printed in 

a previous section of this paper. The rates of other types 

of risks are also used, taken from the industrial actuaries. 
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Naturally, one of the main things in the rating f 

risks is tl.e nsideration of the type of equipment to be 

insured as well as the use to which this equipment is to 

be put. The first differentiation would be as t. whether 

the individual piece is a donkey or a "cat." The second 

would he as to whether the "cat" was used for construction 

work or for yarding purposes alone. 

The rate on a "cat" will be lower than that on a don- 

key because the former is mohile and can easily be moved 

from the danger area. Likewise a "cat" that is being used 

for construction work along has a lower rate since it is 

not in the area of greatest danger and can also be moved 

from its position more easily than if it viere used for 

yarding. 

The method of logging. also has a great deal to do 

with this classification. Usually in the case of a combin- 

ation of a sing and yarder, the yarder will carry the 

higher risk and consequently pay the higher premium. 

However, it would he well to note that this is only t1-e 

usual case. In the case of the present truck logging 

methods the yarder may be located in a place that is much 

closer to a source of protection than is the swing. In 

such a case the swing donkey will carry the higher risk. 

In the usual case mentioned above we will find that the 

swing is ner a railroad and therefore near a supply of 

water from the tank cars that are required to be there by 

l?XJ. (Gibbons 25) 
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This brings up another factor in the formation of a 

ratina system and that is the type of equipment that is 

being used for the transportation of' the logs. An organ- 

ization using a railroad set-up will receive a better rate 

for its equipment than will a company using a truck-hauling 

system. This is mainly because the former is more adapted 

to the large scale hauling often required during te time 

of a fire. It is also easier to carry water by train than 

it is by truck. 

Taturally t}ìe condition of tìe transportation must be 

considered as well as its construction. ailrOads such as 

those in Coos County would raise the risk rather than lower 

it because of being- so vulnerable to fire. Wooden trestles 

are not the best tlinL: for a low insurance rate. 

or further information on this part of tioe develop- 

ment, please refer to the table for basic rates on page 13. 



CONDITIONS O' CERTAIN POLICIES 

Then the first Associations, composed of seven agents 

and one fire insurance expert, were formed t. cover logging 

equiDment, they figured all rates in the same manner as 

they did for fire insurance on other types of industrial 
equipment. Tris single move cost them a great deal of 

troulDle, and large losses had to be paid. These experiences 
forced t ein to change their methods an to bring difieret 
clauses into their po.Liei. 

An example of this is the fact that the Association 
was taught that slash fires are of great harm when not han- 

dled correctly. It cost them )125,000 to learn this one 

lesson. In the years from 1926 to 1931 the loss ratio'ì 
paid by the companies was 133 1/3 . 

Now there are certain conditio-is connected with all 
policies as to methods of slash disposal. If the operation 
is one conducted on the selective cutting basis, the rates 
on all equipment are raised because of the increased dan- 

ger. If the cutting is on the sustained yield basis, vie 

have a rise in the rate but not as much as in the case of 

selective cutting. 
second important thing triat kias been brought on by 

the advent of insurance is the ue of electric caps. This 

is mainly in the case of blowing choker holes. Previously 
it was the habit to use fuse and cap, hut nw it is next to 
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imiossib1e to get insurance with a decent rate unless 

electric caps are used. The insurance can be had hut 

the prmium that is paid is nearly prohibitive. This was 

another expensive lesson that the Assoiation had to 

learn. 

That is probably the most important clause in con- 

nection with this insuranre is the "dry season claus. 

This is a clause that is inserted primarily for the oper- 

ators in the Douglas fir area. Since the loss cost on 

which the insurers must base their premium rates is nec- 

essarily based on the full calendar year, some provision 

must be made for the period when the hazard is most acute, 

or at least for the greater part of this period. This is 

most satisfactorily accomplished by inserting a clause 

which specifies a certain portion of the year as the most 

hazardous and allocates the major part of the annual 

premium to this period. (Shepard) 

Another clause that is always placed in a policy is 

the Usage clause. This clause does not carry any reduc- 

tion in rate but without it t1e comoanies would not issue 

any policies whatsoever. It has often been the case that 

a company would have a piece of equipment that was insured 

hut not in use; consequently it was left on a siding or in 

some out of the way place and when the fire came along the 

machinery was l..st in the fire. This condition has been 

remedied to some extent by a clause stating that all 
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equipment must be used a certain per cent of the time, and 

when not in use outside of t}is allotted time it should be 

kept in a storage space that has been inspected by the 

company and approved for this use. Naturally this type of 

a storage space (boneyard) must be rotected from fire. 

:ven with this clause there have been several questionable 

losses paid because of destroyed machinery that was not 

being used. 

There are several other types of clauses that are 

connected with t}is type of insurance, and are also con- 

nected with insurance on standing timber. These will be 

found on the previous pages. 
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COlIC LUSIOTS 

It is my belief tllat these two types of insurance are 

theoretically possible, but as to vrhether or not they are 

ossi1D1e in the practical sense of' the word is still an- 

other thinr, to consider. The latter type, fire insurance 

on equipment, has been proven very ractica1. At the 

present time it is considered a major pointvhen new equip- 

ment is purchased; by this I mean, it is considered from 

the viewpoint of operating costs. Sorne of the manufactuers 

of logging equipment novr require that all equipment bought 

on the Usage Plan' must he insured from possible Lss by 

fire. This is their protection from loss, usually in the 

case of "Gyppo Operators9. 

:1hen we consider the other type of insurance, that ori 

standing timber, we have an altogether different case he- 

fore us. irst of all, we must consider the greatest 

hazard of all, the moral hazard. That is without a doubt 

the greatest detriment to the complete organization. The 

human race has not yet reached a point where it can '0e 

trusted implicitly 1zen a problem connected with large sums 

of money is concerned. lt would be a simle process to 

insure a block of timber, a d then vrhen the right time 

comes, burn it off and collect the insurance. The cause 

of incendiary fires is not easily found so the danger of 

being convicted for arson would he sm:ll. However, the 

insurance companies handling this type of insurance have 

a method that would aid in this respect. That method is 
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not to insure the timber for the full value and thereby 

make tle insured the loser in case of the loss. True, it 

would not he a total loss, hut it would not 'ay to 

deliberately burn the property. 

At the same time the critics of this type of insur- 

ance would say that this move would defeat the purpose of 

forest fire insurance. This is n-t the case. 3ince e 

cannot allow full coverage on any timber property for the 

ahov mentioned reason, we must justify the case as it now 

stands; that is, forest fire insurance is basically a means 

whereby an operator can regain a start in the field of 

logging. Without insurance he would probably face bank- 

ruptcy unless the concern was fairly laríe. However, with 

insurance he would salvage some value, perhaps one-half or 

three-quarter of the value of the proerty and would tien 

'ce able to use the insurance money for a new start in the 

industry. This would encourage owners to ut their opera- 

tions on a long-time working basis instead of rapidly 

liquidating them as they are now doing. They would have 

no need to worry about the work of a life-time going up in 

one day's fire. At least they would receive something in 

return for their labor if it was covered to a certain 

extent by insurance. 

lt has been demonstrated that there are complete and 

logical reasons for forest fire insurance. It vril. aid in 

making the forest industries stronger and safer. By that 
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I mean that owinr to the speculative tendencies of past 

years the public has been somewhat "leary of this industry 

and consequently have not felt it a wise thiúg to invest 

money in such an industry. It was the same with the steel 

industry, bti owing to Dhe rarsightedness of its leaders, 

it i considered one of te 1ar:est of all industries, if 

not the largest, of the manufacturing Lye. 

The companies that handle this tyne of insurance are 

willing to tn J e ti: risk of large losses if the conditions 

are right. These same companies are sufficiently large 

and have enough capital to carry the risks. However, the 

biggest stLck in the fire is the fact that the operators 

are somewhat aubious about the above mentioned companies. 

This is, 01 course, a lack of faith and must he remedied 

if the business is to get a real start. On the other hand, 

we cannot blame he operators for the sluggishness in this 

business. ve must not forget that the comanies, though 

they are willing to carry the risks, are not anxious to 

handle he ousiness. So it an be seen that the whole show 

calls ior cooperation from the insurance comranies as well 

as the operators. 

This cooperation that iias een asked for must come in 

more ways than one. 1aturally it must come in the form of 

buying anu .ellin. This has already been discussed anu 

ve need not go into it any deeper. The next thing that 

must he considered is the gatherin of data on the subject. 
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This is necessary for the f'ormation of' our rating schedu1e 

and used as the forest fire actuary. The operators can do 

a great deal in this matter. Still another poiflt is the 

necessity for fair rates. TTe cannot expect the companies 

to tke these risks and lose money, so they must be high 

enough to make the business pay for itself; on the other 

hand, t1e companies must be fair to tiTe operators and not 

charge them too much for the rates or premiums. Probably 

the most imoortant thing in the line of cooperation is the 

honesty of both parties in the business and especially so 

in the case of evaluations and adjustments. This is essen- 

tial and i.rithout it we might just as well fold up the whole 

thing and cli it a dy. 

The technical and underwriting problems encountered 

in forest fire insurance do not need to be unduly feared. 

Thee solutions will be no more difficult than some that 

have been accomplished by both the insurance and the tira- 

her business. The main essentials are the determination 

to succeed on the part of the insurance companies, and 

the willingness on the part of t1e timber owners to rive 

proper supoort in the form of a good. volume of busineso, 

with the sirit of fair play on the part of both. 

TH PIND 
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